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Introduction

Roundtable Introduction

Introduction
• If you currently have a print ad, brochure, postcard,             flyer or website, look at it carefully
• If you don't have any form of marketing, take out a sheet of paper and sketch out an effective ad for your business
• It doesn't have to be anything formal or fancy

- create a basic outline of the ad
- locate where you would place the various                        elements on the page

• Stop this presentation and do it now

Introduction

Case Study
• Chiropractor Case Study

- previously spent $10,000+ on radio advertising
- ran the ads for several weeks
- phone only rang 15 times
- ads resulted in one single patient at $1,900

• How would you feel after investing $10,000                      and winding up with a net loss of $8,100                           you will never get back... not to mention                              all the time, effort and energy you wasted

Introduction
• Chiropractor Case Study

- change what the radio ad says to follow our formula
- Generate 137 calls vs. just 15 calls 
- close 37 new patients vs. just 1.
- each worth an average of $2,500
- you generate $92,500 in total revenue

• That's what's I call effective marketing

Introduction
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Leverage What You Are Already Doing
• Simple changes to your marketing strategy
• Ramp up and re-purpose to add scale to effort
• Dominate your local market

- Don’t know how
- Untapped potential within your marketing
- Waste … then resignation

Introduction
Introduction
• Marketing Today
• Our Marketing Equation
• Put It To Work For You

Introduction

Marketing Today
• We’ll show you the fundamental strategies to not only make your marketing work better... but to enable you to create what we call "competition-crushing" marketing
• We want you to see how powerful all of this is...             allow you to comprehend what the possibilities                 are for your business... and what a significant       advantage you'll hold over your competitors                   when you implement it

Introduction
Our Marketing Equation
• We’ll introduce you to some very common-sense principles of marketing that you'll be able to instantly validate          and embrace
• These principles will give you a clear vision                         of what your marketing is supposed to look like               and, just as importantly, what it's not supposed                   to look like

Introduction

Put It To Work For You
• The marketing system I'm going to teach you today is based on unchanging principles of human nature that dictate that people always want to make the best buying decision possible
• Your job is NOT to yak incessantly about how great you are or how low your prices are
• Your job is to position your prospective buyer's so they have total control over the decision-making process... based on them having enough quantity and quality of information to determine that they’re receiving the most value for the price they pay

Introduction
• What is the actual purpose of marketing?

- Help facilitate your prospects' decision-making process
- Prospects need to buy what you sell
- Sometimes they need to be educated to the fact                   that they need to buy what you sell in the first place
- Other times they already know that they want it                      but they need help deciding who they                               should buy it from
- Often they think they might want what you sell,                      but they have questions and concerns                                  that need to be overcome

Marketing Today
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Strategic Marketing - Purpose
• There are two main components to any marketing plan: 

- strategic marketing
- tactical marketing

• The key to effective marketing is to master the            strategic side … not the tactical side
• Learn to quit competing on price and start                     selling your product or service for what your                           worth                                             

Marketing Today
Strategic Marketing - Purpose
• This system has been successfully implemented                 in over 400 different industries 
• It works with all sizes of businesses ... from start-ups up to Fortune 500 companies
• Gives you a better bang for your marketing buck 

Marketing Today

Strategic Marketing - Focus on what customers want
• Prospects are not experts in what you do
• They can't tell the difference between the BEST deal and a major mistake
• This leaves an opportunity for you to guide                      them through the buying process

Marketing Today
Strategic Marketing - Focus on what customers want
• How many sunrooms have you ever bought?
• When people need to buy what you sell,                          they are generally speaking,                                              just as clueless about what you're                                 selling as you are about sunrooms
• Your job is to facilitate your prospect's                      decision-making process

Marketing Today

Strategic Marketing - Focus on what customers want
• All prospects and customers want the exact same thing
• A Great Deal!

Marketing Today
Strategic Marketing - Focus on what customers want
• You as the marketer have to…

- figure out what's important
- educate them 
- show them quantifiable proof

• Communicate in a way they'll pay attention to,            believe in, and then take action on

Marketing Today
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Strategic Marketing - Focus on what customers want
• most businesses fill their marketing with self-serving jargon 

- “buy it from me because I want you to give me the money instead of my competitor”
• That's why people become jaded and resist marketing
• Prospective buyers want and need to be                 educated so that they can feel confident                        when making their purchase decision,                              and no one's providing it

Marketing Today
Strategic Marketing - Competing on price fails
• The first one who provides prospects with this information WINS
• When marketing is done improperly, the end result is 100% predictable: 

- intense pricing pressure
- Terrible margins
- Sleepless nights
- Family, what family.

Marketing Today

Strategic Marketing - Competing on price fails
• If you're always competing on                                         price, it's your own fault
• no discernible difference between                                     you and your competition
• no issues introduced to educate                                        your prospects as to what really                                constitutes the best value

Marketing Today
How do you see your company? – Your Reality
• There are actually two sides to your business:

- “inside reality”
- “outside perception”

• What is your inside reality?                                               
• Ask your best customers why they buy                                     from you:

- Quantifiable, Specific, Instantly obvious

Marketing Today

How do you see your company? – Your Reality 
• Your outside perception has to do with how customers    and prospects perceive your company
• Inept marketing results in your inside                             reality and your outside perception                                    being perceived to be different

Marketing Today
How do you see your company? – Your Reality
• If your prospect isn't going to be able to figure out  your trueinside reality based on your marketing
• Then your just another business that sells whatever it is that you sell
• So even your best salesperson is never going                          to close a prospect who doesn't know you exist

Marketing Today
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How do you see your company – Your Reality
• Your marketing MUST do the heavy lifting for you

- deliver eager, qualified prospects to your sales funnel
• Competition today is more fierce now than it's ever been
• How many competitors do you have right now                     
• That's how many choices your prospects have                    to shift through as they attempt to reach                               a buying decision

Marketing Today
How do you see your company – Your Reality
What is your inside reality?
• Why should someone buy from you
• What do you do that is unique and/or special
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Marketing Today

How do you see your company – Your Reality
• What about you… what's your outside perception?
• Look at your ads and website… is it instantly obvious, specifically and quantifiably, what makes you better         and unique and different?

- do you show your prospects how to judge your industry
- what factors they need to consider when deciding what to buy
- how you provide greater value                                             than any of your competitors?
- most businesses outside perception is not                              an accurate reflection of their inside reality

Marketing Today
How do you see your company – Your Reality
• Everything you currently know about marketing does noteffectively allow you to accurately and succinctly portray your inside reality to the outside world
• This is a product of decades of being conditioned               to do marketing the WRONG way
• In the very early days of advertising,                              much of the advertising that existed                                back then was comparative in nature

- ads would say… “we're better and here's                        exactly why... based on this and that”

Marketing Today

What’s wrong now? - TV
• In the early days marketers did a good job of building a case and helping prospective buyers understand the important issues in regards to their particular product or service

- the result was that the outside perception was generally          a pretty good reflection of the company's inside reality
• Then the most significant event in the history                      of marketing and advertising occurred in 1945:

- Television was commercially introduced                                 for the first time

Marketing Today
What’s wrong now? - TV
• Back then there were only three channels

- demand quickly outstripped the supply of commercials,       and prices shot through the roof. In response to the rising cost,   the length of commercials shrank down from two minutes       to 30 seconds
- advertisers had less time to educate us to the important      and relevant issues... and build a case as to why they        were different or better or unique
- instead of attempting to use shorter ads                               that highlighted their comparative benefits,               advertisers changed tactics                                                   and started using “slogans”

Marketing Today
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What’s wrong now? - TV
• That change made it harder and harder for the company's outside perception to accurately reflect its inside reality
• Remember that marketing's first job is simply                      to get the prospect's attention
• Even running just 30 second ads,                                 getting attention was still not a problem                              for these advertisers
• But then you MUST facilitate                                            their decision-making process

Marketing Today
What’s wrong now? – focus on Creativity
• Companies and their ad agencies found that this was a lotharder to do in only 30 seconds, but they also found out  that they didn't really need to do it

- the number of real competitors -- that is, the ones that could actually afford to advertise on TV and run ads against their ads -- was wonderfully few
- they could spend a ton of money running 30 second ads...  and win by default
- a company's inside reality and outside                       perception didn't really have to match up
- so the focus for all marketing and advertising                   shifted to simply getting the prospect's attention

Marketing Today

What’s wrong now? – Focus on Creativity
• That's when advertising lost its penchant for selling...      and instead, shifted its focus to creativity
• The idea now was to get in the consumer's brain with something creative that would stimulate them and cause them to recall the product later on when they needed it
• That's when slogans became the de facto              marketing standard that is still in use today

Marketing Today
What’s wrong now? – Focus on Creativity
• This new creative approach took over advertising as we know it... and it soon began to filter into all other advertising media, including radio, Google Adwords, newspaper, magazines, billboards, yellow pages, websites, etc.
• Once this new creative message was in place,                  the big companies opened up their checkbooks,           spent lots of money, and basically gave people                  no other option but to remember their message

- “C & R advertising”
- Brand Builders 

Marketing Today

What’s wrong now? – All about brand building
• All of us alive today, with no exceptions -- grew up in an era where almost all of the advertising you've ever seen           or heard is a product of the era of the brand-builders
• Over time, we’ve all become conditioned as to what constitutes a good advertisement
• That outside perception no longer has                                  to reflect the inside reality

Marketing Today
Everything You've Ever 

Learned About Generating 
Leads And Growing Your 

Business Is Wrong!
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Jargon
• As a result of this new breed of advertising... jargon has now started to dominate ALL marketing and advertising
• Think of jargon as words or phrases that are…

- drearily commonplace and predictable
- that lack power to evoke interest through overuse or repetition
- that are nevertheless stated as if they were original or significant

The Conversion Equation
Jargon
• Since businesses only have 30 seconds to try to convey what makes them special, they lump everything into jargon such as:

- “largest selection” “most professional”
- “lowest prices” “highest quality”
- “best service” “fastest”
- “most convenient” “largest in the state”
- “more honest” “we're the experts”
- “we specialize” “works harder”
- “gets the job done right the first time
- “been in business for 4,000 years”

The Conversion Equation

Jargon
• Here are several ways you can easily and quickly evaluate your own marketing to avoid the jargon trap
• Jargon evaluation #1… “Well, I would hope so”

- when you make a claim, ask yourself if the prospect's immediate response might be… “Well, I would hope so”

The Conversion Equation
Jargon
• TV ad for a remodeling company emphasized their work was:

- of the highest quality
- fairly priced
- guaranteed 100% satisfaction

• Well, I would hope so… would you hire                             ANY remodeler who didn't provide all of                          those as a standard part of their service?

The Conversion Equation

Jargon 
• The problem is that if your company has an exceptional inside reality... and you're using the same jargon as everyone else... then the outside perception is that      you're all the same
• That's when prospects default to the company           offering the lowest price
• Ask yourself openly and honestly WHY anyone            would choose you over your competition

The Conversion Equation
Jargon
• Jargon Evaluation #2 … “Who else can say that?”

- stop thinking in terms of “Who else can do what you do?”
- think in terms of “Who else can say what you say?”
- the answer is usually “anybody and everybody can say      what you say”

The Conversion Equation
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Jargon
• A kitchen remodeler ran an impressive remodeling company

- their inside reality was literally second-to-none
- their marketing looked virtually identical to their competitors
- their marketing said:

• “certified sub-contractors”
• “guaranteed satisfaction”
• new cabinets installed
• complete kitchen remodeling
• accept Visa and Master Card

- Who else can say that?

The Conversion Equation
Jargon
• It's not “who can do what you do”
• It's “who can say what you say”
• Jargon Evaluation #3 … scratch-out write-in test

- take a look at your marketing
- scratch out your name and write in                                       your competitor's name

The Conversion Equation

Conversion equation
• Is it evident that this might be a problem for you now...         and a tremendous competitive advantage if you could       figure out how to fix this for your own business?
• Let me show you how to fix this and explain how you can follow a very simple process we call the conversion equation

- when you do... you will eliminate jargon forever
- let’s show you how to become a communications powerhouse
- make your outside perception become                                        an excellent reflection of your inside reality

The Conversion Equation
Conversion equation
• Our marketing equation has four main components
• First, we must interrupt your prospects (get their attention)
• The interrupt is your headline if your marketing is in print... or it's the first thing you say if your marketing through radio or TV
• Second, engage (give the reader the promisethat information is forthcoming that will help the            prospect make the best buying decision possible)
• This is the job of our subheadline

The Conversion Equation

Conversion equation
• The third component is educate
• Give information that allows your prospect to logically understand how and why you solve the problem they're facing

- detailed, quantifiable, specific and revealing information
• This is the body copy of your ad
• Reveal to your prospects the important                                 and relevant information they need                                           to know when making a good decision,                                 and that your business... and yours alone                      provides it to them

The Conversion Equation
• The fourth and final component is your offer
• Offer a low risk way to take the next step in your sales process
• We do this by offering a free marketing tool,                        such as a report, brochure, seminar, audio, video                    or something that will continue to educate them
• Your offer will allow your prospect to feel                                  in control of their final decision to call                                    and buy from you

The Conversion Equation
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Conversion equation
• Interrupt + engage + educate + offer = market domination!
• Most marketing today only contains two of these components

- They interrupt by throwing something familiar or unusual at you
- Once they grab your attention, they make you some type of offersuch as “call now for whatever“
- They leave out engage and educate,                                        and marketing seldom succeeds                                             when that happens

The Conversion Equation
Jane Doe’s Brain
• If you want to know why Jane Doe buys what Jane Doe buys, you've got to see the world through Jane Doe's eyes
• If you want to know what Jane Doe sees, you'd better first understand how Jane Doe's brain works, how it processes information and makes decisions
• To understand this process, know these three major concepts

- three concepts that that will make all the                         difference in the world in your marketing's                 effectiveness.

The Conversion Equation

Jane Doe’s Brain
• The three things you need to know about Jane Doe's brain are downtime, uptime, and the reticular activation system
• Downtime… this is the hypnotic state of running automatic patterns that allows your brain to perform habitual tasks without any conscious thought

- in marketing terms, people see and hear                              ads with their eyes and ears, but they don't                       notice them on a conscious level

The Conversion Equation
Jane Doe’s Brain
• The three things you need to know about Jane Doe's brain are downtime, uptime, and the reticular activation system
• Uptime… the brain's state of alertness or active engagement

- think of uptime as your brain going on alert mode
- In marketing terms, prospect consciously notices your ad         or marketing piece... and they're open to your suggestions    and solutions

• The key to marketing is to get your prospect                       out of downtime and into uptime
- Once you understand how to do this... you’ll have                   the ability to make a fortune with your marketing

The Conversion Equation

Jane Doe’s Brain
• The three things you need to know about Jane Doe's brain are downtime, uptime, and the reticular activation system
• The reticular activator… the part of your brain that's            on the lookout 24/7… even when you're asleep

- it constantly scans the environment looking for things            that fall into any of these three categories:
• things that are familiar
• things that are unusual
• things that are problematic

- all of these are “activators”

The Conversion Equation
• I'm going to permanently embed this example directly      into your reticular activation system
• I GUARANTEE that you will remember this                        for the remainder of your life on this planet

The Conversion Equation
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Hot Buttons
• So what does all this have to do with marketing?

- the short answer is everything
• Understanding what wakes people up so they pay   attention is what's going to get our marketing message   past the “interrupt” stage and onto the “engage" stage
• When we engage your prospect,                                    we've just increased our chances                                         of selling by 1,000%

Put It To Work For You
Hot Buttons
• An activator is something that snaps a person from downtime to uptime... and it's based on something that's…

- familiar
- unusual
- problematic

• But an activator can also be classified                                 as a hot button if -- and only if --it's based on something that's                                  important and relevant                                                          to your prospect

Put It To Work For You

Hot Buttons
• Successfully interrupt and engage your target market by…

- identifying problems, frustrations, uncertainties,                   and annoyances your prospects have
- then address them in your marketing

• Their pain in most cases is their hot button
- we're tapping into the problems                                            your prospects already have
- we're poking their problems and pointing out those problems so that their reticular activator notices and brings us onto their active radar screen

Put It To Work For You
Hot Buttons
• The activators that are used to interrupt the prospect     must be based on a “relevant hot button”
• If not, the prospect will momentarily be interrupted...         but will quickly revert from uptime back into downtime
• This is what we call “false uptime”
• FedEx logo - your brain seeks it out because it's unusual

- the more often you see it, that arrow becomes familiar
- you will only notice it for a second or two
- then your brain quickly reverts back into downtime       because the arrow isn't relevant or important to you

Put It To Work For You

Examples
• When writing the marketing, we portray the hot buttons      in the form of headlines

- the headline is the first opportunity you have to interrupt
- make sure that the headline has activators in it
- those activators must be based on things                             that are important and relevant to that prospect

• hot buttons... words and phrases that describe                  problems or frustrations that the prospect                                       is feeling so that their reticular activator                                 latches onto them and snaps them into uptime

Put It To Work For You
• Moving company was on the verge of bankruptcy
• Paying $3,000 per month for a full Yellow Page ad
• Averaging just 70 calls per month
• Conversion ratio was only 16%
• 70 calls per month = 11 moving jobs

Moving Company Example
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• Their ad didn't follow our marketing equation
• The only component they had in their ad was an offer
• Then they listed all the generic and                                       "me too" services…

- local and long distance
- residential and commercial
- reliable and careful
- fully licensed and insured
- free estimates
- quality service at reasonable rates

Moving Company Example
• Look at your own marketing that I asked you about earlier
• Does your marketing format sound exactly the same              as the moving company’s…

- name of your business at the top
- list your products or services in the middle
- a layer of worthless and meaningless platitudes                      such as lowest prices, highest quality and best rates
- 99% of all small businesses follow this EXACT                        format, and wonder why they aren't generating                          any quality leads

Moving Company Example

• You MUST follow our marketing equation                                 of interrupt, engage, educate and offer
• This moving company redesigned their ad like this…

- First, they identified what their customers biggest problem was
• DAMAGE! 72% of all moves result in something being damaged

- created what we call a market-dominating position around that hot button issue
• All of the moving companies listed in the                          Yellow Pages said they were "fully insured"

Moving Company Example
• All movers MUST be fully insured
• The general public has NO idea what “fully insured” really means
• Legally, a moving company can claim they fully insure their customers belongings based on "per pound of damage”

- the national average is 40 cents per pound
- if a mover destroys your $5,000 100 pound HDTV...                 they’re only legally obligated to pay you $40
- Unfortunately, the poor unsuspecting customer                        doesn't find that out until AFTER the damage                                 has taken place and they receive                                                     the miniscule reimbursement

Moving Company Example

• They provide their customers with what is known                     as "full replacement value" insurance
• They could afford this expensive insurance because            they followed an exclusive 3 step packing process
• Their unique packing process allowed them to carry a $5,000 insurance deductible, and their premiums were lower than  their competitors paid for inferior and deceptive insurance
• This became their market-dominating position
• All that’s left is to position that information                                 in their ad and follow our marketing equation

Moving Company Example Moving Company Example
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• 70 calls to 955 calls per month
• 16% to 68% conversion rate
• Partnered with 4 of their competitors to handle the increased volume
• Those 4 competitors bought this company out 9 months later for $2.3 million dollars
• All from changing the strategic message in their Yellow Page ad and without spending an extra cent

Moving Company Example Child Psychologist Example
• Dr. Smith is a child psychologist who specializes              in helping parents with out-of-control kids
• The name of his practice was at the top of his site
• Always start your marketing with an                   Interrupting headline that’s focused                                  on your prospects problem
• Then a subheadline that engages                                   the prospect by promising them                                      that there’s a solution to that problem

Child Psychologist Example
• Educate and Offer - every marketing piece should contain   a risk-lowering offer to encourage the prospect to take     the next step... and that offer should generally be               to receive additional information, further educate              the prospect and build your case
• Here's the real key to success in marketing…

- the right offer allows you to capture a large percentage of all future buyers in addition to those looking to buy right now
- most marketing only caters to now-buyers...                         and does little to nothing to educate those                           who are just thinking about it right now                                  but who might buy later

Put It To Work For You

• At any given moment, the number of prospects who are ready to buy right now represent no more than 1-5%          of all those who are ultimately going to buy what you sell
- 95-99% of prospects are in the thinking-about-it                   and gathering-information mode

• The fourth component - your offer
- gives you the opportunity to provide additional,        educational information to the                                     gathering-information-mode prospects
- and capture valuable information about who                      these people are... so that you can proactively                market to them on an ongoing basis

Put It To Work For You
• Interrupt, engage, educate, and offer make up the conversion equation
• That equation is literally the backbone of all successful marketing campaigns 
• We have a bona fide step by step system                         that helps business owners just like you                    become financially free using superior                    marketing that makes your phone ring

Summary
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• Our passion is for the small business owner who has to scrape, fight and battle every day just to earn a living
• Compelling and successful marketing                               can provide you with the financial freedom                          to pursue your real, true ambitions in life
• Everybody has a cause, a cause that                                can be more fully pursued and                                 supported when you're financially                              independent

Summary
I’ve developed a program that enables me          to walk into ANY business anywhere in the country and find that business a minimum                       of $10,000 or 5% of current sales trapped in their existing marketing …                   

and do so in less than 45 minutes

Summary

This is a program I charge $2,000 to perform,                            and it includes a 500% return on investment guarantee
• How would you like to find a bank, a financial institution,             a stock broker or a real estate investment                                that offered you that type of guaranteed return?
• Well, that’s EXACTLY what I do

Summary
• How can I guarantee that high rate of return?
• Simple – I typically find more than 10X that amount,                  so guaranteeing a 5X return is child’s play
• But here’s where I think we can help each other out…           both professionally and financially

Summary

• I’m currently writing a book documenting the processes I use  to find businesses more than $10,000 (or 5% of sales) in less than 45 minutes
• I need additional case studies
• Especially case studies that focus on businesses in different industries

So here’s my offer to you

Summary
I will find you $10,000 or 5% of sales                                       in less than 45 minutes guaranteed…        
and I won’t charge you a cent to do it

• In exchange, I need your written authorization to use         your results as a documented case study in my book
• If you want free publicity, I’ll use your name and the name       of your business… or if you prefer anonymity, I’ll use your  initials or just label it anonymous (It doesn’t matter as long as the results are documented and verified)

Summary
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If you will be one of my case studies, just indicate so on the evaluation form
• I’ll contact you within 24 hours and we’ll set up                        a day and time convenient for you
• As an added convenience, we can do the entire                      45 minutes online via a screen share so you won’t              need to leave your home or office

Summary
I hope you’ve enjoyed                    this presentation

Thanks for investing your time
Roel Hoekstra
215.858.8659

roel@akela-partners.com


